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confidence

T

his second edition of Reynaers Report devotes attention to safety – an
issue which highlights quite a few problems in today’s society, but is also
something that is largely taken for granted. We feel safe and confident in
our everyday activities: for example, we feel at complete ease when we get into our
car, and we eat our food without qualms. This confidence and the associated feeling of
safety is a form of immaterial prosperity, and it is of great value in our everyday life.
In addition, we also have confidence in the buildings we use every day. We need to
be able to assume that architecture and the materials chosen for the building function
correctly, and that they are safe – even though it is impossible to exclude every risk.
Most users do not give consideration to the manner in which their safety is assured
– and, fortunately, nor do they need to do so.
Safety also plays a major role for Reynaers Aluminium, even though this is not
apparent to many users: the safety measures we have implemented are invisible in
many of our products. In the first instance, the transparency, lightness and unadorned
design of our systems contribute to the architectural quality, aesthetic perception
and user-comfort of the buildings in which they are used. The average user may not
immediately be aware that our products are also completely safe and, consequently,
that they make an essential contribution to the safety of offices, airports, sport
complexes, homes, and other buildings.
Nevertheless, safety is of essential importance to our products and to their wide
range of applications: for us, for everyone working with our systems – and, above all,
for the users of the buildings which incorporate Reynaers Aluminium products.
Olaf Müller,
Country Manager DACH
Reynaers Aluminium
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Safety and security
are current architectural themes. This is
a project by Dutch
architect Tim de Boer,
who has proposed a
building comprised
of screens displaying
CCTV images.

afety has always played a fundamental
role in architecture, right from the
first primitive huts built to offer the
residents protection from rain and wind – and from
wild animals and hostile tribes. This protective
function is evident in medieval castles and fortified
cities, with their thick stone walls, drawbridges
and portcullises, moats, and watchtowers. However,
simpler architectural and landscape features such as
fences, hedges, patios and shutters also convey the
wish for protection: the city, building or home shields
us from potential danger, and offers us a feeling of
security.

Nevertheless, over the course of time our idea
of what is safe – or what feels safe – has changed
greatly. Rival tribes are no longer a problem in
many countries, and most of us no longer need
concern ourselves about wild animals. The new
dangers confronting us are terrorism, vandalism,
major fires, theft,... In addition, we are more aware
of these dangers than ever before: shootings
at schools, fires at Düsseldorf Airport (1996)
and Amsterdam Schiphol Airport (2005), and of
course 9/11: the media bring all today’s dangers
very close by. This evolution plays a major role in
the design of buildings and our surroundings. Public spaces and stores are increasingly frequently
equipped with CCTV, and stations with detection
gates. In addition, many office blocks can now be
accessed solely with an entrance card or code.
Moreover, gated residential communities are becoming increasingly popular in various countries.
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New standards
Erik Rasker, Chief Technology Officer at Reynaers Aluminium, is fully aware of the increasing
demand for safety. “Safety is one of the major
issues taken into account in our developments,
alongside sustainability, comfort, and architectural
design. Safety became a highly topical issue some
ten years ago, and the wide variety of standards
and mandatory tests introduced since then has
only increased its importance. Anti-burglary security has always been an issue requiring attention,

FOCUS

Reynaers Aluminium delivers just part of a building;
however, we also focus on the safety of the building
as a whole. We work on overall solutions, and our
product – certainly when used in a façade – plays
an important role: it constitutes the first layer of
the building. However, self-evidently the façade also
interacts with the interior in terms of access control, fire detectors and the compartmentalisation of
the building. These are all integral elements of our
overall solutions.”
Dualistic need
Erik Rasker’s German colleague Olaf Müller,
Country Manager Reynaers DACH (Germany,
Austria, Switzerland), is of the opinion that there is
a second reason for the safety trend. “I believe it is
related to people’s wish for ‘cocooning’. In the fast
world we live in, there is a lot of pressure on people.
At home, they want to be separated from the unknown outside, they want to be in charge and have
everything inside manageable. On the other hand,
they also want to be able to look outside; buildings
should be transparent. It is our task to come up with
global solutions for this dual request.”
For this reason, Reynaers intends to play a
directing role in the construction process in which
the company collects all the necessary safety
information and submits it to the various partners
– the client, architect, constructor and manufacturers of other products. Reynaers works closely with

“in a successful design the safety
measures are invisible from both
the inside and the outside”

and in the past few years many countries have
introduced safety certificates, such as the Dutch
Politiekeurmerk Veilig Wonen (Police Seal of Approval for Safe Housing). However, we also see an
enormous growth in other applications; for example, we have developed a smoke-removal system
to comply with new regulations. Smoke detectors
detect fire and automatically open the windows.”
In addition to this increasing demand, Erik
Rasker also draws attention to the complexity
of integrating safety in buildings. “The safety of
buildings is now being approached from every
perspective – fire, burglary, explosion hazards,
bullet resistance, earthquakes, etc. In principle,

the suppliers of the necessary accessories and
equipment. Olaf Müller: “We want to offer tailormade solutions. We really get into discussions with
the architect about what is requested. And it also
means that, if needed, we do tests just for this special project. We can offer the results on paper.”
invisible
Yet how is this safety trend interpreted in terms
of architecture and design? It is no coincidence
that we see ‘fortified towns’ and ‘castles’ being
developed all over the place. However, apart from
neo-traditional projects of this nature – projects
which remind us of the feeling of safety in the past
– safety is virtually invisible in many buildings. Erik
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Engel & Zimmermann’s façade design for the head offices of
the S. Oliver clothing manufacturers in Rottendorf (Germany)
incorporates the requested anti-burglary solution as an integral
element of a specific architecture. The profiles developed
especially for this project ensure that the opening windows
cannot be identified from the street; the façade has the
appearance of a continuous glass plane.
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The Kanyon shopping centre in Istanbul required
an earthquake-resistant façade system capable of
absorbing movement. The CW 86 profiles (cassettes)
incorporated in the façade are assembled to create a
hinged structure in which the cassettes lie ‘loose’ on
the main load-bearing structure. The system tests
examined the effects of extremely high dynamic
pressures and the movement of the entire building.

Rasker: “Technical solutions such as the fire-retardant strips and special fittings integrated in
our profiles can’t be seen from the outside, and
this is obviously a logical burglary-prevention
requirement; burglars mustn’t be able to see the
measures taken to prevent burglary.”
“If you do it well, you won’t see safety
measures from the outside nor from the inside
of a building”, notes Gregorz Cabaj, Reynaers’
Sales Director in Poland. His region is Central
Europe, where there is an increasing demand for
fire-protection doors and façades. Gregorz Cabaj
expects that the integration of safety provisions
in architecture will become even more important
in the future. “We have a lot of architects with
strong visions. We want to help them include the
necessary safety measurements by offering complete solutions which is in accordance with their
aesthetic vision and ideas.” In addition to offering
high technical quality, Reynaers also focuses on
providing architecturally-aesthetic solutions. For
example, great importance is attached to the
sightline of the profiles. This sightline is identical
in all Reynaers’ safety products, with the exception of the bullet-resistant profiles fitted with
extra-thick caps.

Müller hopes to develop more innovative solutions
of this nature in the future.
Erik Rasker also expects that climate change,
in particular, will play a role in the development of
safety facilities for buildings. “In addition to durability standards, we are also increasingly dealing with
requirements specified in connection with natural
disasters such as floods and severe gusts or whirlwinds. New standards are being introduced, and
these are in turn resulting in new product specifications and tests. This is already an issue in various
countries. Areas in which hurricanes are a risk, such
as Florida, have introduced extreme windproofness and watertightness requirements. Moreover,
a number of countries, such as Germany, plan to
introduce greatly-increased watertightness requirements for buildings and the associated wall units.
Incorporating these new requirements in overall
solutions: that’s our next challenge.” n

emotion
Olaf Müller emphasises that it is important to
look further than regulations, prices, and mechan-

“incorporating these new
requirements in overall solutions:
that’s our next challenge”
ical requirements. “We have to go for more intelligent products and systems that also appeal to
people’s emotions. A window should be more than
just a thing to close an opening in the façade.”
One example of the integration of an anti-burglary
solution in a specific architectural design is seen
in the new head offices of the S. Oliver clothing
manufacturers in Rottendorf (architect: Engel &
Zimmermann). The opening windows in the glass
façade cannot be identified from the street; they
look exactly the same as the fixed windows. The
profiles for the windows were developed specifically for this project. Moreover, an additional special feature of the design is the ability to control
all 500 windows with an electronic system. Olaf
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Plan01
merges the
building
into the
landscape
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T

he new Historial de la Vendée museum, located in the vicinity of the
village of Les Lucs-sur-Boulogne and
nestling in the undulating landscape, offers
an impression of the region’s eventful history
from prehistoric times to the 21st century.
The museum’s architecture is determined by
its location – whilst the building also adds that
something extra to the landscape.
The client’s apparently paradoxical wish was
to create an appealing cultural building that would
also fit in well with the landscape without being
highly conspicuous. PLAN01’s architects complied
with this wish by designing a museum hidden
under a roof comprised of planes sown with grass.
They refer to an inconspicuous building, to the

ambiguity between a discreet and expressive presence, and to embedding and elevation – since the
growing number of visitors to the area is symbolic of
the immersion in the history of the Vendée, and of
an emotive development that elevates the region to
a higher level.
The museum opened in June 2006, and has a
total floor area of six thousand square metres. It
offers the public a three-dimensional interactive adventure and exhibitions of the collections using the
very latest multimedia technologies, all set against
the expressive decor of an artificial landscape. The
building plan revealed an evident wish to merge
the Historial into the landscape, and to integrate
the building into a nineteen-hectare nature reserve
on the banks of the Boulogne River. PLAN01, a

The building plan revealed
an evident wish to merge the
Historial into the landscape
12

Strikingly
inconspicuous:
the 8000-m2
sculptural glass
roof. In the spring
the roof becomes
a floating meadow
with grass
of a height of
up to 60 cm
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developing the complex
profile of this roof was an
extremely painstaking task

collective comprised of four architectural firms,
was awarded the contract in view of its success in
interpreting this wish in its design. This new-generation museum reflects the powerful personalities of PLAN01’s ten architects, who succeeded
in developing a collective and innovative design
method in their ideas laboratory.
Vegetation roof and curtain walls
The museum’s roof, comprised of eight thousand square metres of geometric planes covered
with vegetation, integrates the monochrome
bronze-green building into the landscape, while its
glass façades offer visitors a view of the river. The
development of the complex profile of the roof,
using models and 3-D modelling, was an extremely
painstaking task. The roof is comprised of a
number of planes which fit in with the landscape
and simultaneously give the building the expressiveness it needs to distinguish itself from its
natural surroundings.


Entrance to the
central hall with
the two adjoining
galleries


In the absence
of cross bars the
façade resembles
a bonded glazing
system

“The museum leaves visitors guessing, under
its geometric roof with edges that separate themselves from the natural surroundings and which
create openings that allow light to enter the reception areas and render the building’s façades visible,”
according to the architects. The left half of the steel
structure is divided into triangles, each of a different
surface area. The entire surface of the roof is clad
with ten-centimetre thick foam glass bonded at the
top and bottom with a layer of bitumen. This bears
a perforated steel container. The laminated cellularglass structure insulates the building and renders it
watertight.
A light vegetative cover is laid out over the
structure. An artificial irrigation system installed in
the broad under-layer of the roof is indispensible for
the viability of this roof covering, which resembles
soil-less cultivation. In the spring, the roof becomes a
floating meadow, with grass that can grow to a height
of between thirty and sixty centimetres.
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The building is of
a flexible design,
and incorporates
a portal structure
with a span of 21
metres

The open areas
offer a wealth
of views of the
surrounding
river landscape



The floor-to-ceiling
glazing under the
enormous overhangs results in a
self-explanatory
fade-over from
the interior to the
exterior

In addition to offering views of the
landscape, the glass
façade also provides
for the largely
natural lighting of
the building
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Window on the landscape
A compact section in the form of a W divides
the exhibition area between two main buildings,
thereby reducing the building’s impact on the
landscape and creating an optimal entrance to a
central hall with two adjacent galleries.
“We met the requirement for variable-sized
exhibition areas by designing a building with a
uniform structure that includes a portal structure
with a span of 21 metres.” This demarcates the two
450 m2 main areas, each of which is comprised of
two levels (of up to six metres high for the exhibition and storage areas, and six to nine metres
high for the grid for the technical facilities and the
beams), thereby rendering them ideally suited to
their purpose.
The rising edges of the roof above the south
façade create space for an enormous glazed area
that offers natural lighting in the hall and galleries,
and which provides a view of the landscape of the
Boulogne River. This curtain wall has a vertical
structure without horizontal bars; the profiles,

spaced at 1.20 metre intervals, are flat on the inside
and textured on the outside. The glass façade is
designed with a series of pleats which are not parallel
to the edge of the roof. The pleated glass façade, of
varying height, was constructed using Reynaers’
CW 50 system; in the absence of cross-bars, the
façade resembles a bonded glazing system.
Manufacturing the various differently-sized panels
for the curtain wall was extremely complex. Moreover, the glass façades are separated from the steel
structure, and are supported horizontally by a system
of connecting plates that accommodate an expansion
of 10 centimetres over the width of the span.
Apart from the structural aspects involved in creating a plain continuous window on the landscape, the
Historial is undeniably a marvellous work of art that
enriches the hedgerow landscape of the Vendée. n
Historial de la Vendée Museum
Architect: PLAN01, Michel Joyau Landscape architect: Paysage &
Lumière Client: Conseil Général de Vendée (Department Council)
Structural designer: Seralu Reynaers systems: CW 50

LK
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Manufacturing the various
differently-sized panels for the
curtain wall was extremely complex

project

’t Rabot
offices

TransparENCY
AND energy
efficiency
UNITE in
A high-tech
FAÇADE
Gent,
Belgium
Text:
Veronique Boone
Photos:
Louis Jongeneelen
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T

he Belgian city of Gent’s Rabot
district, located alongside the
19th-century ring around the city,
is undergoing a major facelift. The district
authorities’ Bruggen naar Rabot (‘Bridges to
Rabot’) master plan is intended to restore the
links to the city centre. Each of the old industrial weaving mills along the ring road – which
formed the basis of the district’s glory in the
19th century – is to be assigned a specific new
function, such as housing, offices and design
stores. The site of the former marshalling yard
on the opposite side of the road now proudly
accommodates Gent’s new courthouse and a
youth centre.
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G+D Bontinck designed a new office block,
the ‘Rabot offices’ in the midst of these 19thcentury weaving mills.
The Rabot district, with its location alongside
the city ring road and its excellent accessibility
by public transport, was the ideal location for the
new office block. Moreover, the district is within
walking distance of the historical city centre.
The building’s closed end façade faces the
ring road, a design inspired by the closed form
and stone walls of the ‘Rabot’, the 15th-century
sluice with two small towers. The front and rear
façades are constructed from prefabricated
concrete wall panels which have a rough pebbledash finish to provide protection from dirt
and noise hindrance, and prevent people looking
into the building. The high-tech open side façade
– in complete contrast to the end façades – is
comprised of a glass curtain wall, sun blinds, and
a partially-corbelled gallery. Consequently, away


Once away from the
closed wall facing the
street, the office block
is open and transparent
from the closed wall facing the street, the office
block reveals itself as an open and transparent
building. The glass side façades offer the lower
floors of offices a view of the semi-public inner
garden; the top floor of offices have a view of
Gent’s historical city centre and its three towers.
The gallery guides visitors to the central
reception area and the halls serving the offices,
as well as to the underground car park and the
inner garden at the back.
The office building is of a simple design; the

The office’s
side walls:
a transparent
building
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The closed end
façades are clad
with prefab
concrete panels


Façade elevations

Sections
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two end façades sandwich the lateral façades, with
their slatted screens, which front four storeys of
offices. An open lift shaft and a stairwell glazed
over the entire height are located at the centre of
the building, as a result of which the building can
be divided into two autonomous office sections.
The orientation of the closed end façades and
open lateral side façades is extremely favourable
to the building’s office function: the glass façades
face northeast and southwest, thereby allowing
the low sun in the morning, afternoon and winter
to enter the building, whilst the slatted wall and
closed end façades block the high sun.
aluminium
“Two factors played a role in the choice of
the aluminium window profiles for the façades”
explains Bert Dekeyser, G+ D Bontinck’s Project
Manager for the office block, “namely architectural and engineering factors.” The architects’ design
envisaged a high-tech façade comprised of curtain
walls and sun blinds. Aluminium was the perfect
material for this design. The end user was not
known at the time of the design, and consequently
the client required a building that offered the

greatest possible flexibility and user-friendliness.
The building was designed so that it could be divided into two completely separate office sections,
each of which can be accessed from the hall.
The selection of materials for the building took
explicit account of the client’s durability and maintenance requirements; and once again, aluminium
profiles met these requirements in full.
A number of modifications were made to the
design during the construction work in anticipation
of more stringent energy standards in the future.
The insulation value of the double glazing was
increased, and the constructors opted for the slender profiles of the CW 50 system and its excellent
thermal insulation value. The maintenance balconies and slat screens were mounted on the
CW 50 system. In combination, the wide gap
between the slat screens and the glass façade, the
angle of the slats, the minimal dimensions of the
profiles and the distances of the horizontal glazing
beads all result in an extremely transparent façade
offering high energy efficiency. n
’t rabot
Architect: Bontinck Client: VKW Synergia Structural designer:
Hermans Contractor: Franki Reynaers systems: CW 50, BS 100

The selection of materials took
explicit account of durability
and maintenance requirements

Side façade
comprised of
glass façade
elements,
slatted screens,
and the partly
overhanging
balcony
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Sainsbury’s
supermarket

Maidenhead,
United Kingdom
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Text:
Cordula Zeidler
Photos:
Nick Short

multi-faceted
complex
for living,
working and
shopping
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The supermarket
entrance on the
quiet side of the
complex

S

ome call this string of towns just
outside London the ‘Silicone Corridor’; Reading, Slough and Maidenhead, nestled along the M4 motorway, produce
a fair share of the country’s computer software.
They aren’t known for their beauty, but for
the business which makes the southeast of
England much more prosperous than the rest
of the country. Mostly boxy-looking business
parks and office blocks line the streets in and
out of these towns which have recently become
internationally famous, maybe even infamous,
through a comedy series, ‘The Office’ satirising

the drab life of white collar workers in the ‘Silicone
Corridor’ and its business sheds.
Until recently the northern town centre of
Maidenhead satisfied the cliché of the uninspired
and unremarkable which many might associate with
the town. A little more than a stone’s throw from the
Town Hall and High Street, the site was truly grim;
it featured a hostile looking red brick colossus of a
Sainsbury’s supermarket with a mini office annex,
and not one, but two car parks to the side. And while
central, the site’s location had a major set back: to
the north the city’s ring road truncates movement
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The versatile
complex seen
from the main
road

Supermarket
entrance


and views to the outlying areas of Maidenhead.
Five years ago Sainsbury’s embarked on a major
redevelopment scheme for this area. Offices, the
supermarket and one car park were demolished.
The new scheme featured the same uses plus
housing, but much reconfigured; Sainsbury’s were
keen to build a bigger store, and the local authority wanted to hang on to the car parking. An office
building – much larger this time was planned,
alongside some 150 units of housing which helped
to finance the project.
Approach
The architects, London-based Chetwood Associates, had to approach this project initially as town
planners. The site desperately needed a better link
to the town centre, and larger public spaces were
required to lend some quality and visual breathing
space to the project. Those tasks were achieved by
stacking up uses rather than spreading them out:
the supermarket now forms the base of a major

new building, with five floors of car parking above which
in turn are embraced by an outer layer of flats. This
approach leaves space for a wide pedestrian area to the
side.
The micro climate of this site produced a headache for the architects: how to dress up and insulate a
building which has to deal with four different environments? There is the tough reality of a major road
on one side, some low scale housing on another, a
large public square to the third and the retained car
park on the fourth side. Chetwood’s needed a flexible approach to their façades, and decided to work
with Reynaers Aluminium who had proved successful
collaborators during the Millennium project of a new
Sainsbury’s store in London’s Greenwich.
Shopfront
Greenwich was conceived as an environmentally
‘green’ supermarket, and is virtually covered by
sloping grass banks. This does not sound like a great
opportunity for Reynaers but one relatively small
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One of the
building’s
frosted-glass
stairways


Section: the
double-height shop
floor on the ground
floor, and four
upper residential
floors


Commercial
space and
apartments
on the quiet
side of the
complex
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The super
market’s light
entrance

yet hugely important area of the building needed
glazing; the ‘shop front’ as Paul Hunter from
Chetwood’s describes the beautiful eye-shaped
opening into the store, is fully glazed and elegantly
curved. The project was a tremendous success,
and awards for Greenwich occupy several shelves
in Chetwood’s office foyer, including an ‘Aluminium
Imagination Award’ given in 2001 by the Aluminium
Extruders Association.
In Maidenhead, the ‘shopfront’ area proved a
challenge: rather than facing the town centre, the
planning department at the local authority pressed
for it to be on the north side of the building, so
that customers would traverse the public space
to the side. This meant that the double height
entrance area had to face the ring road, and
Chetwood’s needed a product which could provide


Section of the
shopfront element

thermal insulation and elegance at the same time.
The entrance was crucial to Sainsbury’s who clearly
wanted to avoid the mistakes of the past and instead
be transparent and inviting. Reynaers’ CW 50-SC
glazing is a convincing solution; it follows the building’s curve and works without clumsy capping on the
outside. The flats were fitted with Reynaers’ CS 68
system which was chosen for its high performance
and good insulation values. The project shows the
flexibility of a varied architectural approach to which
Reynaers products can be incorporated. And hopefully
forms part of the beginning of a more exciting future
for Maidenhead. n
Sainsbury’s
Architect: Chetwood Architects Client: Sainsbury’s Structural
designer: Spec-Al Contractor: HBG Reynaers systems: CW 50-SC,
CS 68, TLS 110

Chetwood needed a product that
offered both thermal insulation
and an attractive appearance
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Arkady
WrocŁawskie
arcade

Arkady
Wrocławskie,
with its some
100,000 m2,
is a city in
the city

Wrocław,
poland
Text:
Roman Rutkowski
Photos:
Kryspin Matusewicz
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he Arkady Wrocławskie arcade,
opened on 28 April 2007, is one
of Wrocław’s largest commercial investments in recent years. The city
of Wrocław, in southwestern Poland, was
founded 650 years ago, and is currently in a
phase of dynamic development. The building
is in a highly attractive location – close to
the centre, at the beginning of the Świdnicka
street, the city’s main axis. The building is
not located in simple surroundings, and this
is certainly not going to change: the Arkady
constitutes, unintentionally, the first phase
of the gigantic investments to be made in this
city district by Polish and foreign companies – a district that will ultimately evolve
into Wrocław’s major business, trading,
leisure and residential area. The authorities
responsible for town planning have granted
permission for the development of many
high-rise buildings in this district, and this
will undoubtedly result in the construction
of a series of densely-packed tall and very
tall buildings. Consequently, the owners and
architects of the Arkady needed to take account of the district’s future in the development of their plans; they have designed a
building that certainly will not be surpassed
by the architecture of the coming years.
The figures alone are indicative of the sheer
size of the Arkady. The 17,500 m2 plot accommodates a complex of almost 100,000 m2 destined
for trade, offices and services, together with a
multi-level car park and the necessary technical
infrastructure. 30,000 m2 is allocated to about


The COMPLEX occupies
almost the entire
city district
130 stores, 5,000 m2 to a cinema complex with
ten auditoria with a total of 2,874 seats, more
than 9,000 m2 is destined for an office block in
which a number of foreign and Polish companies
(including the building’s investor) have now let
space, and the car park with no less than seven
levels offers space for 1100 cars. The enormous
Arkady Wrocławskie occupies almost the entire
city district adjacent to a busy railway line.
The design is comprised of three elements: a
skyscraper, a cylinder and a block that fills the

The Arkady marks
the beginning of
the Świdnicka
street, the inner
city’s main axis
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Part of the
skyscraper’s
double façade

Horizontal
façade detail

The double faÇade serves
as a buffer from excessive
sunlight and street noise

remainder of the plot. The thirteen-storey skyscraper is destined solely for offices, whilst the
block and the cylinder offer space for the mixture of other functions broadly defined by the
architects: a shopping centre, a multifunctional
area, and car-parking facilities. In Wrocław’s
spatial layout, the cylinder constitutes the end
of the axis that begins with the market on the
Świdnicka street, whilst the skyscraper dominates the southern side of the cityscape.
Double faÇade
In view of its urbain location, the skyscraper
received most attention during the design of the
complex, whereby the designers made full use
of Reynaers’ technology. The offices face south;
a double façade, still relatively rare in Poland,
serves as a buffer to protect the building from
excessive sunlight and street noise. Pursuant
to Polish fire regulations, it was not possible to
design a continuous ventilation air flow over
the entire height of the building: the ventilation
system was designed by dividing the Arkady’s
façade into individual storeys, whereby each
storey was further subdivided into two independently-ventilated glass modules in the form
of broad rectangles. The exterior is clad with
panels of colourless glass attached to steel supports based on the CW 50-SC semi-structural
system. The panels are divided into two at the
floor between two storeys. The interior is clad
with a standard version of the CW 50 system,
with supporting profiles and transverse profiles
which are mounted between the floor and ceil-


Atrium
of the
cylindrical
building
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ing. Windows in the modules can be set ajar, and
a Venetian blind system is mounted between the
two layers of glass. The pleated façade constituted
a major challenge for the constructor. Ultimately,
this was achieved using an extremely simple solution: flat glass panels mounted at angles to each
other. The pleated double façade of the skyscraper, located at one of Wrocław’s major junctions,
creates a certain depth and an appealing gradation of light and shadow. In doing so, the skyscraper is in effect a modern gate to the city centre.
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With its multitude
of functions and
building elements
the Arkady is a
city in the city

Detail above the
entrance, located
at the corner of the
complex


Other faÇades
When viewed from an engineering perspective, the other façades of the Wrocławskie Arkady
are much simpler. The façades, with their use of
Reynaers’ standard CW 50 system of supporting
profiles and transverse profiles, lack the depth of
the skyscraper’s southern façade. Contrast in the
southern façade is created simply by the incorporation of a large, two-dimensional panel of colourless glass, without top-hung windows, in a regular
grid of vertical and horizontal dividing profiles.
The façade of the western section of the Arkady,
which is much lower than the skyscraper and is
intended for stores and offices, is of a comparable
construction. The combination of the ‘throughand-through’ coloured glass, the glass decorated
with silk-screen prints, a number of custom-made
long glass cabinets on the first floor and sun
blinds made of glass slats in front of parts of the
façade all result in a much more varied design
which forms the building’s distinctive frontage on
the side of the city centre’s busy main street. The
glass section of the Arkady’s northern façade is
of a comparable graphic design and colour; this
façade forms a demarcation between the cinema
complex and the city, in particular with the railway
and the passing trains. Reynaers’ products are
also used in much of the multi-storey car park. The
vertical aluminium sun blinds designed specifically for this part of the building are comprised of
elements built up from dark-brown panels which,
subsequent to assembly, give the impression of
an irregular rhythm which supplements the even
beige-brown colour of the multi-storey car park. n
Arkady Wrocławskie
Architect: AP Szczepaniak Sp. z o.o. Client: LC Corp SA
Structural designer: Alu-Partner, Riwal, Efekt Aluminium,
Eurotechbud Contractor: PORR Polska Reynaers
systems: CW 50, CW 50-SC, CS 68, BS 100, OS profiles

The skyscraper is a modern
gate to the city centre
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arp
museum
White and
light: the
immaculate
architecture
of Richard
Meier
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remagen,
Germany

RH

Text: Hans Ibelings
Photos:
Roland Halbe &
Linie Fotoform
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ichard Meier’s Arp Museum in
Remagen, not far from Bonn, was
already a classic when Germany’s
Chancellor Angela Merkel officially opened the
museum in September 2007.
The Arp Museum, which the trade press praised
as “a building that is one of the very best Richard
Meier has designed to date”, is undeniably a masterpiece within his rich oeuvre. The museum, built
on an escarpment along the River Rhine, is also a
work that is in keeping with the timeless museum
architecture that Richard Meier has been designing since the 1970s, ranging from the Atlanta High
Museum in Atlanta and the Getty Center in Los
Angeles, right through to the Ara Pacis Museum in
Rome.
The history of the Arp Museum dates back to
1978, when the American architect Richard Meier
(Newark, New Jersey, 1934) was awarded the commission for the design of a museum to house the
collection of artist Hans Arp and his wife, Sophie
Täuber-Arp. However, the museum would only
acquire its definitive form late in the 1990s.
Although Richard Meier was already famous at
the time he was awarded the commission, by the
time the construction work began he had become
world-famous.
Richard Meier established his own architect’s

firm fifteen years prior to the award of the commission
for the Arp Museum. Following the completion of his
studies at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York State,
he worked for firms including Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Marcel Breuer. He established his own firm in
1963, and rapidly distinguished himself by virtue of his
design of a number of brilliant white homes – often in
dramatic contrast with the surrounding landscape.
Whiteness
White has always been Richard Meier’s favourite
colour for his architecture, and a paraphrase of Henry
Ford’s famous words – that his T-Ford was available in
any colour the customer wanted, as long as it was black
– is certainly applicable. Richard Meier’s architecture is
always white, in every conceivable hue. Richard Meier
demonstrated white’s existence in many guises several
years ago, when he compiled a colour guide for a Dutch
paint manufacturer that included no less than fifty
shades of white.
At the time he was awarded the 1984 Pritzker
Architecture Prize, one of the world’s most important architectural prizes, Richard Meier explained his
preference for white in the following words: “White
conventionally has always been seen as a symbol or
perfection, of purity and clarity. If we ask why this is the
case, we realise that where other colours have relative
values dependent upon their context, white retains its
absoluteness. At the same time, it may function as a
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The museum’s
front façade with
the louvered
shades supplied by
Reynaers to filter
the light in the
exhibition area
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The concrete
tunnel to the
lift offering
access to the
main exhibition
areas

The lift
shaft in the
escarpment


Meier’s architecture is always
white, in every conceivable hue
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The horizontal
slats of the
sunshades
in the side
façade’s tall
windows

colour itself. It is against a white surface that one
best appreciates the play of light and shadow, solids
and voids.”
White, the colour of perfection and purity,
imposes stringent requirements on white architecture, since its success depends on the degree of
refinement exhibited in the construction work. The
architecture of the Arp Museum certainly fulfils
this requirement: “The quality of the construction
work and finish is just magnificent”, in the extremely
complimentary words of one critic.
“For me, in fact”, says Richard Meier, “white
is the colour which in natural light reflects and
intensifies the perception of all of the shades of the
rainbow, the colours which are constantly changing
in nature, for the whiteness of white is never just
white; it is almost always transformed by light and
that which is changing: the sky, the clouds, the sun
and the moon.”
Transparency
On the basis of this principle, transparency is
as equally essential as whiteness to Richard Meier’s
architecture, since as he stated white and natural
light are inextricably linked with each other – and
he has certainly succeeded in achieving a superb
balance between natural light and whiteness in the
Arp Museum, a sublime, light building. This lightness
dominates on entering the museum via the Roland-

seck station at the foot of the escarpment. In addition to
serving as a railway station on the Koblenz-Bonn line, this
building – which was saved from demolition at the end of
the 1960s – also houses an exhibition area and a bistro.
Visitors arriving at the station walk through a long corridor and the first exhibition area, in a concrete tunnel,
to the lift that brings them to the museum built against
the escarpment. On arriving at the upper level, visitors
walk over a transparent pedestrian bridge, which offers
an impressive view of the river landscape, into the museum – a sea of light and space which Richard Meier and
his team designed to accommodate Hans Arp’s art, and
with a lower level for temporary collections.
In analogy with white, which is not the absence of
colour but rather an intensification and glorification of
colour, transparency is not merely the absence of the
opaque. Although it may sound contradictory, Richard
Meier’s transparency is achieved by the opaque; conversely, this transparency does not render the architecture invisible but actually accentuates the architecture.
Richard Meier demarcates transparency with frames and
sunshades. The louvred shades – manufactured by Reynaers – on the façade reduce the light levels in the exhibition areas, filter the magnificent view of the River Rhine
landscape, and give form to the building’s transparency. n
arp museum
Architect: Richard Meier & Partners Architects LLP Client: Stiftung
Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck Structural designer: Rupert App
GmbH & Co Reynaers systems: BS 100
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Rotterdam,
Netherlands
Text:
Kirsten Hannema
Photos:
Luuk Kramer
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‘De Hofdame’
housing
complex
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Klunder
Architecten
designed
a colossal
housing
complex
that belies
its size
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“We wished to introduce more
diversity into the apartments, and
to create larger outdoor spaces”
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lunder Architecten wished to shrink
the enormous bulk of De Hofdame
housing complex. This meant that
no superfluous struts or rails were to be visible
in the glazing of the balconies and terraces;
the design stipulated sliding doors over the full
height of the storey, and across the full width
of the apartment. It transpired that Reynaers
Aluminium’s CP 96 sliding-door system offered
the perfect solution for this requirement.
Rotterdam has major plans for the coming
decades. In March 2007, the City’s Municipal Executive presented its Stadsvisie 2030 (City Vision,
2030) which states that Rotterdam intends to keep
up with the competition from other major Dutch
and European cities by enhancing its economy and
knowledge economy, and creating a more appealing residential climate. Relatively few people
currently live in Rotterdam’s inner city: the ratio
is one resident to three employees, in contrast to
cities such as Amsterdam, where the ratio is one to

one. For this reason, the Stadsvisie 2030 stipulates that
all the planned 56,000 new homes shall be constructed
in the inner city, thereby breathing new life into the old
districts.
The development of De Hofdame is in line with these
plans. The housing complex, located in the Laurenskwartier inner-city district, will accommodate a total
of 1500 new homes in buildings with mixed functions.
The project, originally based on a different design, had
been dragging on for many years – until the developer
contacted Klunder Architecten for a second opinion.
They were successful in meeting the challenge of accommodating the comprehensive plans for the location in a
spatially and financially feasible manner.
Organization
Architect Sjoerd Berghuis explained that he and his
colleague Rien de Ruiter focused on the organisation of
the complex, rather than on its shape. “For example, we
designed a completely open ground floor which is directly accessible from the street. In addition, we reduced the
costs by including just one underground parking level;


The size of
the building is
optically
reduced by
recessing the
top three
stories
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The principles
adopted for the
design included
spacious outdoor
areas
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In contrast to
the urban brick
exterior, the
inner façade is
finished in wood



The inner garden:
a green oasis in
the middle of the
city

Ground floor
(bottom) and
second floor


the second parking level is located on the first floor,
and this offers scope for a degree of social control.
However, and above all, we wished to introduce
more diversity into the apartments, and to create
larger outdoor spaces – such as the inner garden,
a green oasis in the middle of the city.”
The architects’ next task was to get a grip on
the size of the building, with its 231 apartments, 345
parking spaces, 1800 m2 inner garden, and approx.
2000 m2 of commercial space. The challenge confronting them was to accommodate all the functions
in the complex, whilst simultaneously ensuring that
its colossal bulk would not be predominant. Sjoerd
Berghuis wanted to have the residents feel that they
have come ‘home’ on entering the ground floor.
Optical illusion
The size of the building was optically reduced
by recessing the façade of the top three storeys
five metres from the lower storeys. In doing so, the
building is in line with the twenty-five metre height
of the adjacent Laurenskerk church. The upper storeys cannot be seen from the narrow streets around
the complex; the building’s full height – the same
as the church’s ridge height – is visible solely from
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the adjoining market square. This effect is further
enhanced by the materials used for the façades.
The substructure is clad with brickwork, whilst the
upper storeys are clad with glass and aluminium.
The architects opted for a varying design of the
balconies to emphasise the scale of the individual
homes. Sjoerd Berghuis explains that “the residents
must not have the idea that they are numbers
behind windows; each home can be identified in the
façade facing the city.”
Consequently, the building really does appear
to be smaller than it actually is. However, and in
particular, the architects wished to make the building look light – whereby the use of large areas of
glass, enclosed in the slimmest possible profiles,
plays an important role. Sjoerd Berghuis: “The
corners of the entrance halls and the apartments
above them are open, without a metal frame; the
panes are sealed by a mastic joint. In addition, we
also wished to minimise the number of struts and
rails in the elevations visible from the outdoor
spaces. The sliding doors were to extend over the
full height of the storey, and everything was to be
incorporated in one structure. Other suppliers proposed fixed sections alongside the sliding section
– and that would have once again resulted in double
struts. However, Reynaers’ CP 96 system enabled
us to bridge the width of the homes with a sliding
section with the single unit we envisaged. This results in a very light structure – it’s really fantastic!”
Nevertheless, Sjoerd Berghuis emphasises that
the price/quality ratio of a product is just as important as its appearance. “We inform the contractors
of our wishes. However the contractors do not take
account solely of the aesthetics; they also review
the cost. Reynaers’ solution was also thoroughly
convincing from the cost perspective.” n
de hofdame
Architect: Klunder Architecten Client: Heijmans Era
Ontwikkeling v.o.f. Structural designer: Smits Gevelbouw
Contractor: De Hofdame construction consortium (Heijmans
IBC Bouw/Era Bouw) Reynaers systems: CP 96


The CP 96
profile used in
‘De Hofdame’





The varying
positions of
the balconies
emphasises the
individual homes

All windows extend
over the full height
of the storey to
allow the maximum
amount of light into
the interior

The building’s
height is in line
with the ridge of
the Laurenskerk
church


Reynaers Aluminium’s latest products take full
account of the most stringent safety requirements
for protection from fire risks and physical
protection from violence. At the same time our
systems also comply with the most stringent
aesthetic requirements. Reynaers Aluminium
designs its products on the principle that
aesthetics may never be to the detriment of safety,
and that safety may never be to the detriment of
aesthetics.

innovatiONs:
SAFETY
Fire-resistant SYSTEMS:
CW 50-FP and CS-FP (Fire Proof)
owadays, more and increasingly stringent fire
safety requirements are being imposed on
buildings. Clients, architects and other parties involved
need to take account of a variety of specifications such
as fire compartmentalisation, escape routes, and fire
escape stairs. In addition, façade solutions need to
be devised to prevent fire spreading from one floor to
another. Depending on the situation, measures also need
to be implemented to prevent fire spreading to adjacent
buildings. Reynaers Aluminium offers advice about
suitable products and combinations of measures.
The CW 50-FP façade system and the CS 68-FP
window and door system are both fire-resistant systems
which offer the same creative freedom as the standard
systems. Moreover, the fire-resistant measures are fully
integrated in the profile, and consequently are invisible
from the exterior of the building.
These systems are based on a combination of special
profiles and fire-resistant glass. The profiles contain a
fire-proof expanding strip that retains the temperature at
a low level for a long period of time, and which serves as a
fire-proof front that absorbs heat. Fire-resistant façades
are also reinforced with steel profiles that support the
glass and façade, thereby preventing collapse.
Tests are carried out in accordance with the latest
European standards (EN-1363-3 and all relevant substandards). Reynaers Aluminium currently offers an FP
variant for both the CW 50 and CS 68 systems with a fire
resistance of 60 minutes (EI 60). At the end of 2008,
Reynaers will introduce a completely new range of fireresistant doors (both 30 and 60 minutes fire resistance)
based on the standard CS 77 system.

N
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1a CW 77-FP
1b CW 50-FP
1c Fire-resistance test

CS 77-BP (Bullet proof)
he CS 77-BP system is a bullet-proof
system for doors and windows. Systems of
this nature are used in military buildings, offices,
banks, and post offices. The bullet-proof system is
based on the combination of bullet-resistant glass
and bullet-proof profiles. The additional hardness
of the profiles is obtained by the incorporation of
one or more layers of steel capping, depending
on the required hardness. The tests of these
systems devote additional attention to the corners
– the weak points. Additional measures are also
required for the opening elements in the façades.
Bullet-proof doors incorporate an extra steel block
inside the profile. Since the caps are fairly thin,
the difference from standard profiles is virtually
indistinguishable; the only difference is the
increased weight.
The elements undergo tests with bullets of
various calibres in the Laboratory for Ballistic
Research. The tests are carried out in accordance
with European standard EN 1522-1.

T

2a Bullet-proof test
2b CS 77-BP
-SE (Smoke and heat
Evacuation system)
eynaers Aluminium, in collaboration
with Siegenia-Aubi, has developed the
-SE systems in anticipation of the new European
standard EN 12101-2 for ‘Natural Smoke and
Heat Evacuation and Ventilation Systems’. This
evacuation system offers a solution for the
smoke and heat hazards that accompany fire.
These systems need to detect the source of fire
as quickly as possible, and provide time for the
evacuation of anyone in the building. The -SE
application will be implemented in the window and
door series Eco system, CS 59, CS 68, CS 77 and
CS 86, in the façade system CW 50, and in the
conservatory system CR 120.
The design of the system is based on the
integration (invisible from the exterior) of
Siegenia-Aubi’s switching and drive systems
in Reynaers profiles. In the event of fire, the
combination of the system’s components allow
smoke and heat to escape from the building by
natural ventilation, thereby creating valuable
time for the safe evacuation of the occupants and
minimising potential damage to the structure.

R

3 The evacuation system is part of an integral
safety system
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REFERENCES
Klaipeda,
Lithuania
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Two towers which jointly
form the letters of the
name of the complex.

Multifunctional K&D complex
Architect: Arches
Client and contractor: Palangos Statyba
Structural designer: ASF, Vilnius
Reynaers systems: CS 68, CW 50
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Sant
Andreu de
Llavaneres,
Spain

The library’s front façade
determines the building’s
appearance, and also
demarcates the square in
this Catalan municipality.

Public library
Architect: Andreu i Bellmunt
Client: M unicipality of Sant Andreu
de Llavaneres
Structural designer: Vidres i Aluminis
J. Ramos
Reynaers systems: CW 50-HL, CW 50-SC,
BS 100, TR 200, CS 59

referenCES

MosCOW,
RusSIA
Four residential
towers jointly form a
monumental ensemble.
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Grand Park housing
Architect: Mosproject 2
Client: Zao Inteco
Structural designer: Abitec Engineering, Moscow
Reynaers systems: CS 68, CW 50

Varna,
BulgariA
A blend of contemporary
and classical forms create
an eye-catching street
corner in Varna.
Renovation of office block
Architect: Dizarh (Delyan Zhechev,
Svetoslav Stanislavov)
Client: Manex-Nasko Manasiev, Varna
Structural designer: Komfort Ltd,
Lorex Ltd, Varna
Reynaers systems: CW 50, BS 100
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Bucharest,
Romania
Plain realism and
geometrical clarity.

Dimar office block
Architect: Avangard Proiect
(Eugen Popescu)
Structural designer: Amvic Ferestre,
Bragadiru, Ilfov
Reynaers systems: CW 50-HL

referenCES
Johannesburg,
Zuid-Afrika
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Five-star hotel and
top-class apartments
in a 135-metre classical
skyscraper.

Michelangelo Towers
Architect: Bentel Associates
International
Structural designer:
World of Windows
Reynaers systems: CW 50-SC

Bentel Associates
International:
“The Michelangelo
Towers will be more
than a building;
it will be a way of
life, an exclusive
lifestyle”
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Riga,
Latvia

Office block with Op-Art
effects in the façade.

Duntes Nami office block
Architect: Arhis
Structural designer: Glaskek Riga SIA
Reynaers systems: CS 68, CW 50

referenCES

Dnepropetrovsk,
Ukraine
Salutary terrace homes
in a theatrical layout.
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Amphitheatre housing
Structural designer: Harvest Industriales, Dnepropetrovsk
Reynaers systems: CW 50-HI, CP 155-HI, CS 77-HI

Konya,
Turkey

An eye-catching addition
to the landscape of this
Anatolian city.

Konya Selcuklu Towers
Client and contractor: Ittifak Inșaat A.Ș
Client: Ittifak Holding
Structural designer: Nur Cephe Sistemleri
Reynaers systems: CW 50-SC
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Cha-Am,
Thailand
A five-star hotel at the ChaAm beach: energy-efficient,
and in a contemporary Thai
style.

GRAND PACIFIC SOVEREIGN
RESORT & SPA
Architect: Tigon Design Group
Client: Vitune Thanakor Co
Structural designer: Glass Line Co.,Ltd.
Reynaers systems: CP 45Pa, CS 59Pa
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